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In This Issue
Find

Wolfram|Alpha offers a useful alternative to the more popular search engines in that
it can be used in computations. It accepts free-form linguistic queries, which can take
some time to get right, but when you do it returns the exact result desired without the
need to click additional links.

Use

Using two corporate users as case studies, Scott Brown sheds light on the black hole
into which the hard work of information professionals often seems to fall, and answers
the external, and perplexing, question: what do users DO with the information we give
them?

Manage

For records management, SharePoint 2010 has brought to fruition all that was hoped
for when MOSS 2007 was launched. In this detailed comparison of the two versions,
John Wise shows that, subject to suitable configuration and support, SharePoint 2010 is
a serious option for a compliant ERMS solution.

Share

With the increasing ease with which users can access consumer data via their mobile
devices, the pressure is now on companies to provide business data and applications to
staff this way. Marcus Austin looks at the double whammy this presents to companies
in that not only do they have to open up their networks to the outside world, they also
have to deal with the challenges presented by the range of mobile devices being used.
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Everybody FUMSI!

www.fumsi.com

Helping information practitioners
Find, Use, Manage and Share Information at work

What is FUMSI?
FUMSI offers an online database of articles
in the four practice areas, reports for sale, a
monthly PDF magazine featuring the latest
content and more in development.
FUMSI fills a critical void in professional
training and resources. We focus on
the information function on a practical,
experience-driven level, like no other
resource currently available.
“FUMSI is nothing less than a vital resource for me thank you so much!”
Sarah Hinton, manage5nines.com

How can you use FUMSI?
With a FUMSI subscription, you can
share all FUMSI publications at a
single location (FUMSI Professional),
at 5 locations (FUMSI Multisite) or all
locations worldwide (FUMSI Enterprise).
These include:
 FUMSI Magazine
 FUMSI Reports and Tool Kits
 FUMSI Articles
Reuse these materials on site, on your
intranet, in your internal newsletters
and in training and resource materials.
Ask about:
 Custom Publishing: Bespoke
reports or resource packets
developed from FUMSI content
– with our introduction or that of
your experts
 Integration: Enterprise customers
can benefit from integration of
FUMSI resources directly into
their intranets or knowledge
management platforms
Contact support@fumsi.com for a
personal tour of FUMSI resources or
to request help with your account.

Who is behind FUMSI?
FUMSI is part of the FreePint Family of
products to support information workers.
FUMSI is directly supported by the efforts
of four contributing editors, one in each
practice area, who solicit contributions,
insight and recommendations from experts
worldwide.
Read more about the team at
http://web.freepint.com/go/about/people/

“FUMSI is a favorite resource. Love the modern layout, color choices,
gadgets, and of course, the content makes it a must-read.”
Strategic Analyst, Hawaii
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fumsi Focus
Favourite Resources to Find, Use, Manage and Share Information
Brought to you by our Contributing Editors

Favourite Resources to Find, Use, Manage and Share Information, brought to you
by our Contributing Editors. This month’s Focus is on ‘Mobile Technology’:
Find

Use

Need to learn the basics of mobile technology?
Part of the Businesslink.gov.uk site, this guide
provides a nice introduction to mobile technology.

Handheld Librarian (28-29 July 2010) is an online
conference aimed at library/information professionals
interested in the mobile web and applications. There
are 3 streams to follow:

In easy-to-understand language, it covers key
technologies, managing the use of mobile devices,
and tips for incorporating mobile technology into
your business.

1. Creating the Future of Mobile Library Services
2. Meta Social: Online Interactions (& How to Make
them Rock)
3. Reading on E-Book Devices: the user experience
http://www.handheldlibrarian.org/program

Manage

Share

Having finally moved onto the iPhone it’s a little odd
of me to recommend an Android Smartphone app
but here it is: Google Goggles. They keep saying it’ll
be made available on the iPhone soon but 6 months
after the beta release, iPhone and Blackberry users are
still waiting. It is, however, a fabulous application that
changes the landscape of mobile search technology allowing you to search from a photo taken with your
mobile rather than having to either type or speak to
initiate the search.
More here:
http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles/#text

http://www.instapaper.com/
Instapaper works on desktop computers as well as
mobile devices, and allows you to bookmark and
store pages for later reading. The iPhone app costs
$4.99, but there is a free ‘lite’ version which is good
enough to get going. And if you can’t find anything
you want to read, they even provide an Editor’s Pick
list from the most bookmarked pages at
http://givemesomethingtoread.com/page/2

Looking for more online resources? For a daily update, visit
ResourceShelf, the online collection of high-quality free Web-based
resources. Or subscribe to the FreePint Newsletter for a twice-monthly
offering of My Favourite Tipples, submitted by readers around the world.
ResourceShelf - http://www.resourceshelf.com/
FreePint Newsletter - http://www.freepint.com/subs/
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Editor’s Introduction
This Month in Find
By Marcy Phelps,
Contributing Editor: Find
marcy.phelps@freepint.com
I’ve recently read the J.J. Keller & Associates
white paper, ‘Economic Impact: How
Information Professionals are Coping with
Change.’ The results of this year’s survey
show that while we’re hearing from some
circles that the economy is improving,
information centers don’t appear to be
bouncing back just yet. In fact, while 48%
of survey respondents indicated that
information center staffing has remained
the same over the past 12 months, 43%
reported that it had decreased-up from
30% in last year’s survey. According to the
white paper, we’re definitely still doing
more with less.’

“What roles do technology
and automation play
when you’re responsible for
finding information?”

“How do we make ourselves
so essential to day-today operations that our
organizations simply can’t
do without us?”

So how are we actually coping with the
current situation? The white paper goes
on to say, ‘The most commonly used tactic
for dealing with economic change is to
apply technology and/or automation
to processes to cope with reduced staff.’
Unfortunately, the white paper doesn’t go
into specifics, and I’m left wondering how
this affects the research process. What roles
do technology and automation play when
you’re responsible for finding information?
I know there are lots of new products and
services designed to make our lives easier,
but what are we really doing to adapt?
I know that when I decide on which
information products to use in my own
business, I’ve started to focus more on
those that help me quickly and easily
1) find the right information at the
right time and 2) analyze and process
the information I find. That’s why I was
intrigued by Africa Hands’ Find contributed
article, ‘Wolfram| Alpha: Simple and Not
So Simple Computations in One Click.’ Any
tool that displays results in tables or other
handy formats makes my job a lot easier,
and is always worth a try. Africa has done a
great job with this topic, and she’s covered
Wolfram| Alpha’s scope, search capabilities,
and output options. She also offers her
own insights into why professional and
occasional searchers would use this
product.
Another interesting point emerges
from the Keller white paper, one that’s
equally-if not more-important during
these economic times. It seems that when
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About the Editor
Marcy Phelps is the founder and president
of Phelps Research, a provider of business
and market research services for info pros,
entrepreneurs and marketing professionals.
She started the company in 2000 after obtaining a
master’s degree in library and information services
from the University of Denver. Marcy is President
of the Association of Independent Information
Professionals (AIIP).
Marcy blogs at www.MarcyPhelps.com, and she
publishes ResearchNOTES, a monthly e-mail
bulletin with tips and sites for Internet research
(http://www.digbig.com/4yeps).
She is the author of the forthcoming book,
“Research on Main Street: Using the Web to
Find Local Business and Market Research”.

departments make purchasing decisions
about information products that they directly
use, more than 60% of those responding to
the survey indicated that they have ‘no input
in these situations.’ This is disturbing on many
levels, but my immediate reaction is this: If
they don’t bother to consult us when they’re
purchasing information products, why would
they feel a need to support us when putting
together their budgets?
This illustrates yet another reason for info
pros to do whatever they can to show others
the value we bring to our organizations. How
do we make ourselves so essential to day-today operations that our organizations simply
can’t do without us? I think an answer to that
question can be found in this month’s Use
feature article by Scott Brown. In this article,
Scott suggests that we find out how our
customers, clients, and co-workers actually
use information and design our products and
services around those needs. Yes, it’s a far
cry from the ‘build your library and they will
come’ mentality of the past, and it takes a lot
more time and effort. It is, I think, worth it,
and Scott’s article should be required reading
for anyone who finds information for a living.
You can read the entire J.J. Keller whitepaper,
prepared by Free Pint Ltd., at
www.jjkeller.com/infopros. And be sure to
visit the FUMSI website to read past
find-related articles that will help you work
more efficiently-and add value and relevance
to your information services.

Marcy Phelps
Contributing Editor: Find
marcy.phelps@freepint.com
© Free Pint Limited 2010
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Free sources, premium sources, experts:
know the questions to ask and where to ask them

Sponsors for Find
July 2010
These are our FIND sponsors for July 2010.
Learn more about sponsorship at http://web.fumsi.com/go/sponsor/

ISI Emerging Markets
ISI Emerging Markets delivers hard-to-get information on more than 80 emerging markets through
its award-winning online Emerging Markets Information Service. We aggregate unique content
including full-text news articles, financial statements, company information, industry analyses, equity
quotes, macroeconomic statistics, and market-specific information, which are derived directly from
more than 13,000 local and global publications.
Request a free trial of any of our products at http://www.securities.com/subscribe.html

CILIP Training and Development
CILIP Training & Development is the leading provider of topical and high quality training for library
and information professionals; we are ideally placed to provide training that meets the needs of the
modern library and information community.
Learn more at http://www.cilip.org.uk/trainingcourses

Become a Sponsor
Support FUMSI and share your message with an engaged audience of professionals who need products and services to Find Information.
Regular monthly packages start at £595. Learn more at http://web.freepint.com/go/family/sponsor/
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Feature Article

Wolfram|Alpha: Simple and Not So Simple
Computations in One Click
By Africa S. Hands

I know from personal experience that many use
general purpose search engines for every kind of
search, giving little regard to the search engine’s
strengths or speciality. Wolfram|Alpha comes along at
a time when students enter homework questions or
algebraic expressions into search engines praying for
the correct result. Other users seeking mathematical,
statistical, or factual data often turn off popular search
engines like Google or Bing, which may produce the
desired result but return a list of links requiring users
to dig deeper for answers. Wolfram|Alpha delivers
more than a list of links. Stephen Wolfram describes
Wolfram|Alpha as an ‘ambitious long-term project’
with the goal of ‘making the world’s knowledge
computable’.
“...it answers specific
questions about objective
facts rather than general
information queries, and
produces results only
about publicly available
information.”

About the Author
Africa S. Hands has over 10
years experience with a focus
on social science research and
higher education. She worked
in institutional research and
the public library sector before
opening a private research
company, Hands On Research Solutions, in 2008.
Africa is experienced in online research, survey
development, subject recruiting, focus groups
moderation, and loves qualitative research. She
teaches workshops on search engines and social
media, and is a member of AIIP and SLA.
Contact:
ahands@handsonresearchsolutions.com

“...users seeking mathematical, statistical, or
factual data often turn off popular search
engines like Google or Bing...”

The data in Wolfram|Alpha is organised so that it may be used in computations, not
just searched and found. Wolfram|Alpha is a powerful warehouse of knowledge that
makes data useful through its computational abilities. Wolfram|Alpha produces more
than the end result; it gives historical data, tables, timelines and charts to make sense
of the data. As a computation engine, it answers specific questions about objective
facts rather than general information queries, and produces results only about publicly
available information. As such it is not the best resource for queries such as phone
numbers, addresses, business locations, popular culture, however it does have a place
in the search landscape.

Scope
“Its subject areas range from
mathematics and statistical
analysis, and chemistry
to astronomy, geography,
socioeconomic data
and sports.”

“Wolfram|Alpha is fast
becoming popular with
teachers and is
a good resource for
ready-reference questions.”

Unlike general purpose search engines, Wolfram|Alpha’s speciality is factual
knowledge, particularly public knowledge. Its subject areas range from mathematics
and statistical analysis, and chemistry to astronomy, geography, socioeconomic data
and sports. Most recently, Wolfram|Alpha added nutritional data, crime data, and
physical activity data whereby users input data such as activity, time, gender, and age
and receive calories burned and distance as output. Wolfram|Alpha gives real-time
stock quotes, weather history as far back as 100 years, and some quantifiable popular
culture information such as movie box-office figures.
Much of Wolfram|Alpha’s data comes from primary sources or is derived by
computations. The data is reviewed by experts prior to adding it to the knowledge
base. In fact, the output includes a link to source information. The computation engine
is continuously updated, sometimes in real-time.
Wolfram|Alpha is fast becoming popular with teachers and is a good resource
for ready-reference questions. Much like you would consult an almanac, physics
handbooks, or the Statistical Abstract of the United States, you may now turn to
Wolfram|Alpha for basic and complex data needs.
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Search
“It takes trial and error to
craft the best interpretable
query as it does not always
interpret the input as the
user intended.”

Wolfram|Alpha accepts free-form linguistic queries (input) allowing users to input
an entire question, but prefers that users input the minimum number of words
necessary for clear communication of the desired output. It takes trial and error to
craft the best interpretable query as it does not always interpret the input as the
user intended. Wolfram|Alpha works by ranking possible interpretations of the input,
returning the result that is most plausible. It also returns a list of links to other possible
interpretations. Depending on the input, results may be based on the users IP address
as Wolfram|Alpha uses GeoIP.
When Wolfram|Alpha cannot interpret your input, your output is a message with a
link to tips for good results (see Figure 1). Unfortunately, unlike general purpose search
engines, Wolfram|Alpha does not always return suggestions if it cannot interpret
your query nor inform you that you have misspelled a word. For example, I entered
‘machu pechu’ and it did not correct my spelling and was unable interpret my query.
Wolfram|Alpha is a work in progress; every geographic location is not in the database
and the output is not yet consistent in its richness of detail.

Fig. 1
When searching for birth rate comparisons, I first tried ‘compare birth rates United
States vs. New Zealand’ but Wolfram|Alpha could not interpret my input. Next, I input
‘birth rates United States vs. New Zealand’ and Wolfram|Alpha returned the desired
results. When using Wolfram|Alpha, the results are usually what I am seeking, in the
desired format, though it may take a few minutes to construct an interpretable query.
“Unfortunately,
Wolfram|Alpha does not
offer much in the way of
search tips other than the
suggestion to try different
query terms or notations
and check your spelling.”

Unfortunately, Wolfram|Alpha does not offer much in the way of search tips other
than the suggestion to try different query terms or notations and check your spelling.
Wolfram|Alpha does not use Boolean operators nor does it use particular search
syntax. Users may view the Examples or Visual Gallery to get a better understanding
of query construction. On each results page Wolfram|Alpha allows users to search the
web for answers, linking to Google with the search query already input.
For the simple input, ‘Berkeley CA’, Wolfram|Alpha returned the population of the
city, current local time, current weather, economic properties such as median home
price and unemployment rate, nearby cities noting distance and population, and
interestingly a list of notable people connected with Berkeley, CA (see Figure 2). By
contrast, both Google and Bing return links associated with the query with Bing
returning additional information such as weather, attractions and events.

Fig. 2
^ Back to Contents | www.fumsi.com		
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“Users will appreciate
the quick access to data
particularly for ready
reference questions...”
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As noted earlier, users also may input full questions such as ‘How tall is the statue
of liberty?’ and Wolfram|Alpha returns the exact result desired without the need to
click additional links. Users will appreciate the quick access to data particularly for
ready reference questions and those quick questions that arise when researching an
unfamiliar topic (see Figure 3).

Fig. 3
Wolfram|Alpha easily compares data returning a summary of data and related tables
and charts. It may be used to compare birth rates between countries, for example
‘birth rates United States New Zealand’ or stock prices of two or more companies, for
example ‘stock prices AAPL AMZN’ (see Figure 4) if one wanted to compare stock prices
of the two companies before and after the release of the iPad.

Fig. 4
“I have seen users input
entire mathematical
formulae into Google
expecting it to produce
the answer. Well,
Wolfram|Alpha does just
that and shows its steps.”

Wolfram|Alpha handles much more complex input making it a handy tool for students.
I have seen users input entire mathematical formulae into Google expecting it to
produce the answer. Well, Wolfram|Alpha does just that and shows its steps. Some
may think this disrupts the learning process but Wolfram|Alpha has actually been
embraced by the academic community. For example, the ‘Walpha Wiki’, explores
ways to use Wolfram|Alpha in secondary and undergraduate maths education. Last
year, Wolfram|Alpha held a Homework Day with education advocates, teachers, and

^ Back to Contents | www.fumsi.com		
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students sharing how they use Wolfram|Alpha to enhance learning.

Output
Users may generate a PDF version of the results with one click, as well as interact
live with Mathematica. This interaction requires the downloading of a Mathematica
player and gives users a richer experience of the data such as 3D graphics and more
manipulation of the data. While Wolfram|Alpha presents some data graphically or with
sound, it does not offer formats like video.
“It offers the everyday web
user access to quantitative,
peer-reviewed data in a
format not available by
general purpose
search engines.”

Wolfram|Alpha is an ambitious work in progress. It offers the everyday web user access
to quantitative, peer-reviewed data in a format not available by general purpose
search engines. For researchers and librarians, Wolfram|Alpha is a valuable readyreference tool providing high-level sources for additional information. Available online,
on your mobile phone and as an app for the iPhone and iPad, Wolfram|Alpha is expert
systematic data and computations at your fingertips.

Permanent link to this article online:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/af/4681
Use this link to email copies of this article to colleagues, print or save copies,
or arrange for re-use licences

Other FUMSI stories and links related to this month’s Find feature:
yy Life Beyond Google: Some of the Best of the Rest
Google is still the behemoth of search engines, but there is a plethora of
alternative search engines that provide features not readily available on
Google. They may not have Google’s range of products and services but, after
all, how many free unlimited-storage email services do you need?
yy Engineering Results: Some Alternative Search Engines
All information professionals will be familiar with the ‘Big Four’ of search Google, Yahoo, Live and Ask - even if they may habitually use only one or
two of them. Certainly there are many situations where these can provide
reasonable results, not least because of the sheer size of their indexes.
However, in this article, I will aim to highlight some lesser-known search and
metasearch engines which you may find it useful to know about.
yy Finding Videos, Audio and Images on the Web: Search Tools
Remember the ‘old days’ when search engines couldn’t find the content of a
PDF? Those days are long gone, and in their place we have an embarrassment
of riches. Search engines for non-text media abound, with one list of video
search engines alone topping 150. Add to that the image and audio search
sites and you’ve got your hands full. Setting aside the recreational value of
non-print media, let’s look at some sources that will enhance your ability
to find videos, audio and images for competitive intelligence and general
business applications.

^ Back to Contents | www.fumsi.com		
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www.fumsi.com/find/

Find Information

You know how to extract useful information from free sources, premium databases and experts in the field.
You know where to look and who to ask. You Find Information

Most Often Shared Articles

Recent Reports on Find

The following Find Articles were most often emailed,
printed or saved in the past month:
u

Real-Time Monitoring: Tools and Trends to Watch

u

Prospect Research: Finally Coming of Age

u

Life Beyond Google: Some of the Best of the Rest

u

Social Networking: A Research Tool

u

Evolution In Source Evaluation: Using Social Media Data

u

Finding Videos, Audio and Images on the Web:
Search Tools

Click a title to view report details:
u

Folio on Offline Research Tips
April’s Folio collects practical articles on offline research,
plus our editor’s commentary and additional
recommendations...

u

Folio on Research Essentials
December’s Folio collects practical articles on research
essentials, plus our editor’s commentary and additional
recommendations...

View all reports on Find

Free use of FUMSI articles are supported by our sponsors.
Learn more about sponsors

FUMSI Report:
Folio on Offline Research Tips

Recent Articles on Find

Click a title to view, print, email or save the article:

April’s Folio collects practical articles on offline research, plus our
editor’s commentary and additional recommendations.
In this Folio:
u
Offline Research Survey Results
u
Social Networks in Research: Friend or Foe?
u
Search Beyond the Web: When to Pick Up the Phone
u
Conference Information: Managing Before, During and After
u
DIY Detection: Softly, Softly, Catchee Monkee (Part Two)
u
Key to Research Success: Asking the Right Questions
u
Reference Desk: Tips on Using Your Wits

u

Wolfram|Alpha: Simple and Not So Simple Computations
in One Click
I know from personal experience that many use general
purpose search engines for every kind of search, giving little
regard to the search engine’s strengths or speciality...

u

Real-Time Monitoring: Tools and Trends to Watch
Real-time tools have sparked a new sociological
phenomenon where nearly everyone is routinely reporting
information. From audience members...

u

Government Policies in Support of Electrification of
Automobiles
Research into government policy in support of electric
vehicles will quickly lead the researcher into the much
broader areas of climate control, reducing energy costs...

u

Enterprise Content Management: Another Role for Info Pros
Have you ever tried to find a document or image that you
knew existed in your organisation, but you just couldn’t get
your hands on it?...

u

Social Networks in Research: Friend or Foe?
In 2008 I gave a Society of Competitive Intelligence
Professionals (SCIP) webinar on the evolving field of social
media. There was so much buzz around social media...

FUMSI subscribers receive all Folios as part of their subscription.
Log in to access
Nonsubscribers can purchase this Folio

Jinfo Jobs

Seeking more professionals who can Find Information?
List your vacancy on Jinfo:
www.jinfo.com

Find Sponsors
Current sponsors of the Find Practice Area
http://web.fumsi.com/go/sponsor/

^ Back to Contents | www.fumsi.com		
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Related Resources

Jinfo Events in the Find practice area
The following events have been added to the
Jinfo Events database in the Find category.
Search more events at Jinfo, and sign up to receive the
free Jinfo Update every week with the most recently
listed events. Events are also featured in the free
twice-monthly FreePint Newsletter

www.jinfo.com

Latest Events
ICI-29 Text Mining
Organiser: Institute for Competitive Intelligence
Type: Seminar/workshop
Date: 11th Nov 2010
Location: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2061

ICI-25 Digital Intelligence
Organiser: Institute for Competitive Intelligence
Type: Seminar/workshop
Date: 12th Nov 2010
Location: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2062

Do you know of an event, workshop or training programme for individuals who
find information? Add a listing to the Jinfo Events database and reach our global
audience of information practitioners. Ask about partnership programmes
and upgrade options for better coverage. Visit http://www.jinfo.com for more
information.

^ Back to Contents | www.fumsi.com		
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Index to URLs in this section
The following URLs are cited in the Find section of this month’s FUMSI Magazine.
We collect them here for easy reference:
yy J.J. Keller whitepaper: http://www.jjkeller.com/infopros

FreePint links cited in the Find section:
yy Engineering Results: Some Alternative Search Engines:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/3616
yy Finding Videos, Audio and Images on the Web: Search Tools:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/3873
yy FUMSI Find: http://www.fumsi.com/find/
yy Life Beyond Google: Some of the Best of the Rest:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/2742
yy Permanent link to Find article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/af/4681
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Editor’s Introduction
This Month in Use
By Joanna Ptolomey,
Contributing Editor: Use
joanna.ptolomey@freepint.com
What are you - a person interested in
products or the information that a product
contains? Perhaps you are a bit of both.
When I review information products I look
for functionality, usability, content, and
reporting features. I also like to discover
the surprises and benefits of a product
that are not listed on the marketing sheet.

“... sometimes I am delighted
to find that a product that is
‘cheap and cheerful’ is quick,
handles well and versatile in
the jobs it can perform.”

I liken information product testing to
testing cars. Some products look sleek and
are expensive but test drive them and you
can soon find out the engine stalls in first
gear, there are too many flashing lights on
the dash, you can’t find the wipers, the key
to start the engine is not obvious and it
handles badly with a large load. However,
sometimes I am delighted to find that
a product that is ‘cheap and cheerful’ is
quick, handles well and versatile in the
jobs it can perform. What strikes me this
month in FUMSI is that we have a great
selection of mini product reviews.
In Find we have some great advice on
using Wolfram Alpha. It is what we all want
to know - what it does and what it doesn’t
do are very important things to note.
Practitioners tell us this, not marketing
notes from a vendor. In Manage we have
details of the way in which SharePoint
2010 has been developed as a platform
for Web 2.0 business activities. The recent
FUMSI Folio on Workflow Integration
pinpoints how workflow is becoming an
increasingly important feature of business,
and SharePoint certainly has a part of that
market.

“... get users ‘intrigued with
information’ and take
advantage of those that are
already information savvy.”

In Share there is a question around mobile
devices and their fitness for purpose.
There are some tips and ideas about what
we should look for in a smartphone, why
where you are in the world matters, your
telecoms providers, connection speeds
and starting and using applications. It is
also worthwhile considering this thought
in a recent LiveWire post by fellow editor
Nancy Davis-Kho - ‘in going mobile, is the
tail wagging the dog?’
(http://www.vivavip.com/go/e29382)
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About the Editor
Joanna Ptolomey is a freelance information
consultant and analyst. Joanna started her career
in information as a librarian in the NHS before
moving to a worldwide consultancy group to
work in business information. Prior to working in
libraries and information Joanna was a planning
engineer in the construction industry for 10 years.
She is currently Chair of the Scottish Health
Information network (SHINe) and is a board
member of the Scottish Library and Information
Council (SLIC), the independent advisory body to
the Scottish Government and Scottish Ministers
on library and information matters.
You can follow Joanna’s blogs on Twitter
and on Facebook.

So I love reviewing products - the content
and the technology. But I am more
interested in what people do with the
outputs from searching for information. In
Use, Scott Brown offers part 2 of his findings
on ‘Using information’ and this month the
focus is on the customer, client, and user.
Scott offers up useful advice and tips taken
from ‘real life’ situations and challenges us
to get users ‘intrigued with information’ and
take advantage of those that are already
information savvy. What can we learn from
them and use to offer up better services?
I take Scott’s advice to heart whilst I am
involved in my own work. I am working on
health projects that consider the curation of
‘patient conversations’. Many of the people
I am involved with have acute medical
conditions or long term health conditions,
and most of them are already information
savvy about where to find appropriate
information. They are also savvy about
what information is not there and why they
have much to say about managing their
own condition. Healthcare professionals
also want to learn about how patients and
the public use information - they are now
starting to listen in to their conversations
and how they use information.
I would love to hear about the conversations
that you are involved in. It could be a
product that you love or hate. Perhaps how
you or your customers use information.
Details are Joanna.ptolomey@freepint.com
or @chibbie on twitter.

Joanna Ptolomey
Contributing Editor: Use
joanna.ptolomey@freepint.com
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Combine and analyse to build understanding,
give advice, make decisions and manage risk

Sponsors for Use
July 2010
These are our USE sponsors for July 2010.
Learn more about sponsorship at http://web.fumsi.com/go/sponsor/

Internet Librarian International
Get real. Stay relevant. That’s what Internet Librarian International aims to help you achieve this year.
The continuing reality of the economic climate means that it’s imperative to provide pertinent
services, utilise the most appropriate tools, and explore alternative approaches, regardless of your
library type. Whether you’re managing information in a library or information centre, or outside a
traditional library setting - as web designer, content evaluator, portal creator, systems professional or
independent researcher - you must continue to offer services that are relevant and cost-efficient.
http://www.internet-librarian.com/

Reprints Desk
Reprints Desk is a business software and information services company
that simplifies how individuals and research-intensive organisations procure,
manage and share journal articles and other copyright-protected content.
Learn more at http://www.reprintsdesk.com/

Become a Sponsor
Support FUMSI and share your message with an engaged audience of professionals who need products and services to Use Information.
Regular monthly packages start at £595. Learn more at http://web.freepint.com/go/family/sponsor/
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Feature Article

Part 2: How Do THEY Use Information?
Investigating the user information process
By Scott Brown

In the second part of Scott Brown’s real life case studies
on using, reusing, and repurposing information we move
into the real Bermuda Triangle. Where exactly does the
information go that we, as professionals, provide for our
clients/users? What ‘use’ do they make of it? We all need
to show value in the services we provide with tangibility
and outcomes being important. Scott also points out that
we need to think more about how ‘savvy’ our users may
already be and get ready to partner with them more as it
could lead to better outcomes all around.
-- Joanna Ptolomey
“...we complete the research
request, our users search our
databases, and we never
have any visibility on how
the information was used, or
even if it was useful. It goes
into a black hole.”

About the Author
Scott Brown is owner of Social
Information Group (http://
www.socialinformationgroup.
com), an independent
consulting and information
practice focused on the
effective use of social
networking tools for sharing and finding
information. He has worked with Fortune
500 companies, government and non-profit
organisations, and individuals to help them
understand and effectively use these tools.
As Senior Information Specialist with Digital
Libraries & Research, the library and information
organisation at Sun Microsystems, he provided
in-depth secondary research and competitive
intelligence, conducted stakeholder work, and
used Six Sigma tools to determine customer
needs and wants. He is a frequent speaker on the
use of social networking tools, including virtual
worlds such as Second Life, in various types of
organisations. He received his library degree
from San Jose State University in
California in 1999.

Sometimes our customers, clients and users seem mysterious. They come to us for
research, they use our resources but then, what do they DO with the research or the
information? Many times, we complete the research request, our users search our
databases, and we never have any visibility on how the information was used, or even
if it was useful. It goes into a black hole.
I ventured into the void and talked to two different corporate library users to ask the
questions: what DO you do with the information; how does it fit into your overall
information process; what value do you get from using the library services? Here’s
what I found out.

Senior Market Research Manager
The first user, who I’ll call Donna, is a senior manager responsible for market research
in a customer service organisation, and is already savvy with market research and
information. So why does she turn to the library?
“People asked her to find out
how other organisations
had navigated this change
and how they structured
their business? So she
requested research from the
library to help address
these questions.”

In one example she shared, Donna’s group was going through an organisational
transformation. There were a lot of questions around what to do and how to navigate
the structural and functional reorganisation. People asked her to find out how other
organisations had navigated this change and how they structured their business? So
she requested research from the library to help address these questions.
But the library was only one part of her information process. Donna also went
to conferences, interviewed colleagues in other companies, and connected with
benchmarking firms because often this information doesn’t exist as each business
is unique, so sharing information with similar companies provides insights. She also
talked to university professors to see what they were doing. At one point, she was able
to pull up a presentation - openly available- that a competitor had given to the US
Senate, to find out information on how that competitor was operating globally.
After Donna’s initial information gathering, she organised the data, looking for
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“...she organised the data,
looking for key trends, best
practices, and key mistakes
that other companies made
and put it into presentation
format for executive staff...”

key trends, best practices, and key mistakes that other companies made and put it
into presentation format for executive staff, thus initiating a conversation around
the lessons learnt. Ultimately, she was able to create a timeline of a competitor’s
operations, based upon the evolution of their organisation. Donna says that ‘work
ended up creating a drive to consolidate our own operations. Basically, I used the
information to get people to look at what they are doing in the company in a nonthreatening manner. If you can provide outside examples, like the information I can get
from the library, they are more likely to adopt it. It’s a really good change tool.’

“...she published a monthly
newsletter, using resources
and services available
from the library.”

In a second example, she published a monthly newsletter, using resources and services
available from the library. ‘It was my way of keeping the executives attuned to what
was going on outside. It kept me up-to-date, and left me free to do the analysis for
our folks,’ she says. But this proactive information serves a much more important
business purpose as well. ‘What happens in companies is that they become so
internally-focused, they don’t know what’s going on out there,’ says Donna. ‘Especially
today, people aren’t going to conferences as often. In many cases, they’re making
decisions based on obsolete information. People who say that we can’t afford the type
of information libraries provide are crazy. If you make a mistake in operations, we’re
talking millions of dollars.’

“...anything that librarians
can do to help organise
the content is going to
be helpful. It’s not just a
matter of getting people
information, it’s helping
people how to figure out
how to use information.”

What else could the library provide to its users? Donna advises that ‘anything that
librarians can do to help organise the content is going to be helpful. It’s not just a
matter of getting people information, it’s helping people how to figure out how to use
information. What are the key questions I should be asking myself as I’m gathering and
analysing my information? How do I know I have the right sources? What am I missing?
Is the information current? Is it old?’

FUMSI Magazine | July 2010 | Issue 31

HR Business Partner
Our second corporate information user is a Human Resources (HR) business partner
- we’ll call him Michael - at a global organisation. HR departments are often very
different users from science/technical/engineering and marketing/sales users. He was
part of a large global company’s location strategy team (GLS) which had two corporate
objectives. One was keeping executives aware of talent, workforce and business trends
worldwide. The second was more consultative, helping business units select global
locations, typically for shared services. The GLS team looked not only at salaries, but
also at factors such as education levels, language, skillsets, universities, taxes, real
estate and IT costs for any given location.

“...the team built and
maintained ‘dashboards graphical representations
of key metrics - on various
countries and locations.”

Location decisions for a global organisation require an extraordinary amount of
information. Michael’s team subscribed exclusively to several data services to keep
track of global trends and provide baseline economic and comparison information.
From these sources, the team built and maintained ‘dashboards - graphical
representations of key metrics - on various countries and locations. When company
executives were looking for new places to expand, they turned to the GLS team
dashboards to narrow down location choices.
Once a set of locations was identified, the GLS team then did some initial online
searching using resources such as local economic development agencies, to hone their
thinking about the target locations and to find more specifics on the sites.

“...Michael recalls ‘their
ability to find translated
Chinese press releases, that
was something where we
said, ‘Wow!’’ ”

At this point GLS turned to the library and information services team. Typically, they
would ask for information on several sites, including information on competitive
activity in those locations. This information was used to narrow down targets further
for on-site visits and for looking who to contact and interview.
Michael turned to the library for a couple of reasons. One was speed of execution
as the library team were faster than the GLS team. The second was because the
researchers always knew more sources. For example, Michael recalls ‘their ability to find
translated Chinese press releases, that was something where we said, ‘Wow!’’
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What was the benefit to the organisation? How was the information ultimately used?
Michael says. ‘With all of this information, GLS could provide a holistic view of talent
worldwide, and facilitate coordination across business units. Secondly, we were able
to be another trusted advisor to projects and business units in the company. Often,
a business unit would only be looking at salary costs in another country. We were
looking at all kinds of other issues’. GLS also used the library and research services to
evaluate locations after they had been selected. This information allowed them to
evaluate whether the company’s experience at the location was standard or unusual.

Lessons learnt
What can we learn about our users, their information process, and what they do with
information?
“Think of your savvy users
as information colleagues.
Partner with them in being
intrigued with information.”

They are already savvy information users. Think of your savvy users as information
colleagues. Partner with them in being intrigued with information.
yy Take the time to find out which information sources are already part of their
process.
yy If they prefer finding information themselves, think about what you can add to
their information universe. This will both enhance their information gathering
process, and take some workload off you.
yy Have the courage to ask them, ‘What do we provide that isn’t helpful to you?’
Don’t take the answer personally; use it as a learning opportunity.

“Library and information
functions often have a
‘neutral’, and therefore
unique, perspective on each
user’s business.”

Know how they fit into the company and how they affect the business. What is
their mission? How can you help with that mission? Library and information functions
often have a ‘neutral’, and therefore unique, perspective on each user’s business.
Simply knowing what they’re trying to accomplish can help you provide valuable
information to them that they may not have considered. Having this perspective can
help you create champions.

“Be prepared to receive
constructive feedback, and
be prepared to consider
seriously changing how you
work with your users.”

Help them get to the next level. They have customers and clients, too, just like you.
Ask them what they need that they’re not getting. Ask them about their challenges
and pain points. What are their goals, and how can you help them reach those goals?
Be prepared to receive constructive feedback, and be prepared to consider seriously
changing how you work with your users.

Permanent link to this article online:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/au/4652
Use this link to email copies of this article to colleagues, print or save copies,
or arrange for re-use licences

Other FUMSI stories and links related to this month’s Use feature:
yy Information services add value: measuring and proving it
Whether working within government or for-profit organisations, information
service departments will be expected to show how they add value to the
organisation.
yy Free data: turning it into something worth paying for
The availability of so much information on the Internet, free at the point of
use, has led the public into a false sense of security, believing that any piece of
information we seek is just a click away.
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yy DIY detection: softly softly catchee monkee (Part 1)
DIY detection: softly softly catchee monkee (Part 2)
Matt Price is absolutely right to emphasise the value of ‘critical, sceptical,
analytical thinking’ (a basic tenet of competitive intelligence). But, as a
journalist, he would be well aware that the ‘flecks of gold’ are rarely found in
published sources.
yy Presentation tools: beyond powerpoint
Often at work we research and produce data that will eventually assist
someone, somewhere, making a presentation - and chances are they will use
Microsoft’s PowerPoint software to do it.
yy Copyright and content: sharing in a digital age
The networked nature of the Internet has changed a great deal in the ways
that we share and communicate information between people and between
businesses. We have moved from a world with traditional gatekeepers of
information: publishers, printers, newspapers, libraries and bookstores.
yy Yahoo pipes: relevant information on tap
Yahoo! Pipes application (http://pipes.yahoo.com) is a powerful tool for
mashing up a variety of information. I’ve found it particularly useful for
aggregating and filtering RSS feeds, so you can create a specific and relevant
flow of information on a variety of topics.
yy Using information to drive business processes
All businesses thrive on internal information. It drives their processes and helps
to meet their goals, deliver strategies and help with regulatory and governance
frameworks. The trick is finding out the best way in which to do it.
yy Leveraging and repurposing RSS
While many of us have enjoyed the prospects that RSS promised, it generally
remains an unused tool among those we support in our organisations.
Perhaps it’s due to lack of experience with the software or services, resistance
to changes in information workflow, confusion or poor understanding of the
benefits, or simply that users feel they already have too much information to
manage.
yy Trends for 2010: information sharing
There is no doubt that the shockwaves following the financial collapse of some
of the best known banks and financial institutions made 2009 a difficult year
for nearly every enterprise on the planet.
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Use Information

You combine data to build a detailed understanding of business situations.
You analyse information to manage risk, build value and give advice. You Use Information.

Most Often Shared Articles

Recent Reports on Use

The following Use Articles were most often emailed,
printed or saved in the past month:

Click a title to view report details:

u

Part 1: ‘Retreading’, not Reinventing, the Wheel: How info pros
repurpose content for increased efficiency and visibility

u

Next generation catalogues, discovery interfaces and their
role in helping meet changing user needs

u

Information Services Add Value: Measuring and Proving It

u

Pharmaceutical industry: a discovery-led approach to social
media

u

Research: A Strategy for Raising $1 Million

u

Folio on Workflow Integration
May’s Folio collects practical articles on workflow
integration, plus our editor’s commentary and additional
recommendations.

u

Folio on Accountability and Governance
January’s Folio collects practical articles on accountability
and governance, plus our editor’s commentary and
additional recommendations.

View all reports on Use

Free use of FUMSI articles are supported by our sponsors.
Learn more about sponsors

Recent Articles on Use

FUMSI Report: Folio on Workflow Integration
May’s Folio collects practical articles on workflow integration,
plus our editor’s commentary and additional recommendations.
In this Folio:
u

Workflow Integration Survey Results

u

Using Information to Drive Business Processes: A Case Study

u

An InfoRant on the State of Information Management Today

u

Yahoo! Pipes: Relevant information on tap

u

Improving Library Services: Using Mashups

u

Copyright and Content: Sharing in a Digital Age

Click a title to view, print, email or save the article:

FUMSI subscribers receive all Folios as part of their subscription.
Log in to access
Nonsubscribers can purchase this folio

Jinfo Jobs

u

Part 2: How Do THEY Use Information? Investigating the
user information process
Sometimes our customers, clients and users seem
mysterious. They come to us for research, they use our...

u

Part 1: ‘Retreading’, not Reinventing, the Wheel: How info
pros repurpose content for increased efficiency and visibility
As information professionals, we’ve all breathed a sigh of
relief on completing a big research project, presentation...

u

Next generation catalogues, discovery interfaces and their
role in helping meet changing user needs
The needs and behaviours of library users are changing. As
access to information increases, and ways to obtain info...

u

Coalition calling: focusing the research efforts in the LIS
industry
What ‘use’ do we make of information and when does this
information join together and start to build an evidence
base? It is this ‘use’ of the real evidence...

u

Life is Tweet: Social Media at Orkney Library & Archive
Cheryl Cole’s hideous frock may not be the first thing that
springs to mind as a means of advertising your service to the
public, but the fashion faux pas of the X Factor judge is just
one of many...

Seeking more professionals who can Use Information?
List your vacancy on Jinfo:
www.jinfo.com

Use Sponsors
Current sponsors of the Use Practice Area
http://web.fumsi.com/go/sponsor/
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Jinfo Events in the Use practice area
The following events have been added to the
Jinfo Events database in the Use category.
Search more events at Jinfo, and sign up to receive the
free Jinfo Update every week with the most recently
listed events. Events are also featured in the free
twice-monthly FreePint Newsletter

www.jinfo.com

Latest Events
Evidence, Value and Impact: the LIS Research Landscape in 2010
Library and Information Science Research Coalition one day conference to consider the
LIS research landscape.
Organiser: Library and Information Science Research Coalition
Type: Conference
Date: 28th Jun 2010
Country: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2098

Psychologie der Intelligence-Analyse (ICI-26)
Organiser: Institute for Competitive Intelligence
Type: Seminar/workshop
Date: 28th Oct 2010
Country: Germany
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2058

Information Warfare (ICI-36)
Organiser: Institute for Competitive Intelligence
Type: Seminar/workshop
Date: 29th Oct 2010
Country: Germany
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2059

ICI-35 Patents as a competitive instrument
Organiser: Institute for Competitive Intelligence
Type: Seminar/workshop
Date: 10th Nov 2010
Country: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2060
Do you know of an event, workshop or training programme for individuals who
use information? Add a listing to the Jinfo Events database and reach our global
audience of information practitioners. Ask about partnership programmes
and upgrade options for better coverage. Visit http://www.jinfo.com for more
information.
^ Back to Contents | www.fumsi.com		
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Index to URLs in this section
The following URLs are cited in the Use section of this month’s FUMSI Magazine.
We collect them here for easy reference:
FreePint links cited in the Use section:
yy Copyright and content: sharing in a digital age:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/3932
yy DIY detection: softly softly catchee monkee (Part 1):
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/4156
yy DIY detection: softly softly catchee monkee (Part 2):
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/4157
yy Free data: turning it into something worth paying for:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/use/3378
yy FUMSI Folio on Workflow Integration:
http://web.freepint.com/go/shop/report/1656
yy Going mobile at SLA2010: http://www.vivavip.com/go/e29382
yy Information services add value: measuring and proving it:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/use/3874
yy Leveraging and repurposing RSS:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/4437
yy Permanent link to Use article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/au/4652
yy Presentation tools: beyond powerpoint:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/4529
yy Trends for 2010: information sharing:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/4395
yy Using information to drive business processes:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/use/4201
yy Yahoo pipes: relevant information on tap:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/4342
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Manage Editor’s Introduction
This Month in Manage
By Kate Simpson,
Contributing Editor: Manage
kate.simpson@freepint.com
I’ve finally changed my landscape. I
am now living and working in Toronto
following emigrating from London and
travelling over the past six months. It’s
been an amazing ride and I thoroughly
recommend the occasional extended-lifebreak-from-work to everyone.
This month’s FUMSI is full of changing
landscapes too (though less of the
geographical kind).

“...it organises the publicly
available data into a
‘warehouse of knowledge...
or almanac’, which is really
what we would all love
our own intranets and
knowhow systems to be...”

Africa S. Hands in Find deals with the
changing nature of search for the everyday
web user as well as researchers and
librarians. Wolfram|Alpha extends the
concept of ‘search and just get links back’
that we are used to via Google and the like.
It throws in a bit of that Web 3.0 semantic
layer that I was talking about in the latest
MANAGE Folio. It provides context to your
end result by displaying ‘historical data,
tables, timelines and charts to make sense
of the data’. Instead of simply searching
the Web, it organises the publicly available
data into a ‘warehouse of knowledge... or
almanac’, which is really what we would
all love our own intranets and knowhow
systems to be for our organisations if we
had our way.
Changing landscapes involves adapting,
being flexible and adjusting with the
changing tides. Knowing, for example,
that no corner shop or supermarket in
Toronto sells wine, beer or spirits, means
modifying one’s buying behaviours to
‘over-stock’ when visiting the governmentrun off-licences and Beer Stores. We learn
to evolve.

“...it is now down to us to
focus on the detail of the
user interface and make it
into an organisational tool
that people need to use,
want to use, and can use.”

Similarly libraries have had to adapt
to their changing roles, audiences and
the new demands placed on them.
This month’s Use article looks at the
function of the library as a key part of
a user’s information journey within the
organisation. It offers three tips for libraries
in this changing landscape, all of which
involve working differently with users and
clients to understand them and their goals
better.
I was listening to Rory Sutherland’s TED
talk recently where he refers to what
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About the Editor
Kate Simpson is a freelance information &
knowledge architect currently travelling
between the UK, Canada & New Zealand (and
plans to emigrate to Canada in 2010). She’s spent
the last 10+ years turning a legal education into
a passion for complex information spaces (law
firms, publishing, government, etc). Through
her company Tangledom, Kate tends toward
the obsessive when exploring the different
ways we can make information and knowledge
easier to find, use, share and manage within our
organisations.
Find out more at her website tangledom.com
and keep up to date with her thoughts
(& travels) on twitter.com/k8simpson.

he calls the ‘Terminal 5 Syndrome’, where
the big expensive things get big, highly
intelligent attention, but the small details
of usability (his example is signage), don’t. I
was encouraged to read in Wise Technology’s
Manage article that Microsoft’s 2010 release
of SharePoint has concentrated on some
of the finer details of information/records
management, support for metadata (well,
there’s a centralised store for it at least),
and recognition that hierarchies are not
always a bad thing. Microsoft (like Google,
Autonomy, etc) is an example of just one of
those technologies that our organisations
buy into, and with its constant updating and
upgrading it ultimately drives our changing
landscapes of productivity, communication
and work. Having provided better
functionality however, it is now down to us
to focus on the detail of the user interface
and make it into an organisational tool that
people need to use, want to use, and can use.
Finally, turn to the fascinating Share article
for a completely different landscape again:
the mobile intranet and the ability (or not) of
delivering data needed by employees onto
their mobile devices. Looks like upgrading to
SharePoint 2010 can help there too. But if all
these changing landscapes get too much for
you, can I recommend getting away from it
all this summer...?
If you’re not on holiday yet and have a story
to share, please get in touch - I’d love to hear
from you.

Kate Simpson
Contributing Editor: Manage
kate.simpson@freepint.com
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Ensure security and compliance, create structure,
organise and maintain records securely

Sponsors for Manage
July 2010
These are our MANAGE sponsors for July 2010.
Learn more about sponsorship at http://web.fumsi.com/go/sponsor/

Moreover Technologies
 1.4 million relevant, up-to-the minute, far-reaching News and Social Media
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SharePoint 2010: Changing the Paradigm with
a Business-Oriented Approach to Records
Management
By John Wise

The electronic business environment today has
experienced an evolution. The concept of a record
has dramatically shifted from ‘paper’ to information
dynamically created in many formats using digital
tools, including office business systems and
mainstream Internet-based technologies. Integral
to this evolution, successive generations of office
tools and business systems are becoming the central
information store.

“The concept of a record
has dramatically shifted
from ‘paper’ to information
dynamically created in
many formats using
digital tools...”

About the Author
John Wise is the Managing
Director of Wise Technology
Management, an Australianbased management
consultancy recognised as
independent experts in the
design and implementation
of SharePoint as an Information Management
platform. John has worked on developing IT and
Information Management strategies for a wide
range of clients including SA Water, Veolia Water,
Vision Australia, Tower Insurance, Institute for
Safety, Compensation, Recovery and Research,
and InsuranceLine. The SA Water project resulted
in SharePoint being implemented as a corporate
information management platform. John has
developed a follow-on paper on best practices
to be followed in integrating SharePoint with an
EDRMS, taking into account the approach taken
by HP with TRIM 7. He has also just completed
an update of the analysis of SharePoint 2007 and
SharePoint 2010 against National Archives of
Australia ERMS functional specifications,
metadata standards and the ADRI and
ICA ERMS modules.

Organisations are turning to a new generation of information management platform
to respond to this change. At the same time they are exploring new ways of using
these platforms: to interact with, and service, their customers; to support improved
processes for knowledge management, collaboration and social networking; and
to automate routine business processes. Archive agencies are responding to this
shift, developing new guidelines that address the electronic business paradigm,
such as the “Principles and Functional Requirements for Records in Electronic Office
Environments”, now endorsed by the International Council on Archives (ICA).
Microsoft’s SharePoint platform, first with MOSS 2007 and now SharePoint 2010,
is being developed as a platform to support Web 2.0 and collaboration business
activities. Also to provide the necessary tools for end users to manage information for
improved search and retrieval, compliance and lifecycle management.

Why is SharePoint 2010 different?
“MOSS 2007 had a number
of limitations particularly
in terms of records
management.”

“SharePoint 2010 offers
a solution to these
limitations.”

Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS)
2007 offered real promise to organisations
wanting to introduce collaboration tools and
improved document management processes
to replace the ubiquitous shared drives. While
features such as content types, document
libraries and default metadata capture using
Office provided some benefits, MOSS 2007
had a number of limitations particularly in
terms of records management.
SharePoint 2010 offers a solution to these limitations. Scaling issues are no longer a
concern, and central services such as content type syndication and ‘term store’ make
large-scale deployments much easier. Search is improved with the FAST technology
providing faceted results and metadata-driven browsing to filter and find information
easily.
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capability has been
completely redeveloped
with a function called
Content Organiser...”
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The Records Centre capability has been completely redeveloped with a function called
Content Organiser which automatically moves records to the Record Centre, provides
support for a records file plan, unique document IDs, and complex ongoing retention
and disposal policies. These are linked to file plan locations or content types as needed.
Ease of use is enhanced with improved Office integration, easy metadata filtering of
information, and simplified editing of wikis. SharePoint 2010 also provides a range
of enhanced collaboration capabilities. For example using social networking on
specific expertise and interests, and user ratings to simplify sharing of information and
knowledge on areas of common interest.

Analysis results show the progress made
We assessed both MOSS 2007 and SharePoint 2010 for compliance against the ICA
Module 2 functional specifications in conjunction with Microsoft and National Archives
of Australia. The overall analysis results are shown below:

“With an 88% compliance
result, SharePoint 2010
is shown to be largely
compliant, albeit with
configuration still required
to address specific records
management functions...”

“The analysis concluded
that SharePoint 2010 has
the capability, subject to
suitable configuration and
support, to be a serious
option for a compliant
ERMS solution.”

With a 63% compliance result, MOSS 2007 Enterprise version is clearly only a partially
compliant solution out of the box. It is difficult to achieve required compliance levels
without complex configuration and add-ons.
With an 88% compliance result, SharePoint 2010 is shown to be largely compliant,
albeit with configuration still required to address specific records management
functions such as security classifications, physical record tracking and easy email
capture. Key improvements significantly reduce the complexity of configuration
compared with MOSS 2007, such as records declaration, compliance views, content
organiser, document sets, file plan and location-based policies, and managed
metadata terms.
The analysis concluded that SharePoint 2010 has the capability, subject to suitable
configuration and support, to be a serious option for a compliant ERMS solution.

Going one step further - altering the records management
paradigm
While these analysis results clearly show significant progress they tell only part of the
story.
The broader ICA ‘Module One: Overview and Statement of Principles’ sets
out overarching records and systems-related guiding principles that are
equally important for a successful ERMS solution. One of the key principles
is ‘systems should support good business information management as
an organic part of the business process’. This principle is difficult for most
ERMS solutions to achieve.
SharePoint 2010 allows a business to retain a business focused
approach such as this while maintaining a separate, parallel records
management and metadata structure, transparent to business users. As
SharePoint 2010’s information architecture shows, content organiser can
automatically populate a second records and lifecycle management driven
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file plan using metadata and other rules.
Workflow can also be used to declare
records and determine where records
should be saved based on business process
outcomes, such as approvals.

The guidelines require
‘standardised metadata across
business and record keeping
systems’. SharePoint 2010 supports this with content type and term store
syndication between business sites and the Records Centre; business
connectivity services for line of business metadata; and exposure
of content type and term store metadata via Office’s backstage and
document information panel.

Integrating SharePoint with Office can achieve real end user
benefits
“SharePoint integrated with
Office is able to make most
recordkeeping invisible to
end users by defaulting
metadata based on
location, content
type, templates or
actual content.”

The guidelines also require that systems are easy to use and readily accepted by
end users, with principles such as ‘as much metadata as possible should be system
generated’ and ‘it should be as easy as possible for users to create/capture records
of business activity...it is necessary to design systems/software that automate
recordkeeping in a way, ideally, that makes such recordkeeping largely ‘invisible’ to the
end-users’
SharePoint integrated with Office is able to make
most recordkeeping invisible to end users by
defaulting metadata based on location, content
type, templates or actual content.
The Office XML file format is a key to this. The tight
integration between Office and SharePoint makes it
easy to default SharePoint data into Office and vice
versa, simplifying the creation of documents, and
eliminating the need for end users to have to enter
metadata at time of saving.
Metadata can be also defaulted by setting up a specific content type for each retention
policy or file plan record type.
At the time of creating a new document, or uploading a file to SharePoint, a user
simply selects a content type to initiate this approach. This will then default the
relevant records management metadata such as the Business Classification Scheme
and disposal authority values as standard metadata, without further entry by the
end user. In this diagram the user is selecting a relevant content type specific to the
document library. In SharePoint 2010 this selection can also be done from Office
directly.
Based on the content type selected metadata is then defaulted.

This simplified metadata capture allows ‘all information to be treated as a record’,
able to be managed through its lifecycle (even if the information is only retained
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temporarily), easily shared, and more easily searched given the default metadata
properties.

Conclusion
“SharePoint 2010 has a
number of key advantages
over traditional systems...”

We believe SharePoint can be a viable records management solution, particularly
where the majority of information is in an electronic form. SharePoint 2010 has a
number of key advantages over traditional systems through improved ease of use,
automated metadata capture, improved search and retrieval using this improved
metadata, and coverage of Web 2.0 and other rich media formats.
Properly configured, it appears SharePoint 2010, integrated with Office 2010, will
be able to deliver on the promise of providing business focused information and
processes, while at the same time supporting transparent compliance and records
management.
This article is based on best practice design documented in the guide: “How to
Implement SharePoint as an Information Management platform” published on the
Microsoft Australia website (http://digbig.com/5bbwxj)

Related Resources
‘Principles and Functional Requirements for Records in Electronic Office Environments’
from the International Council of Archives:
yy Module 1: Overview and Statement of Principles:
http://www.ica.org/en/node/38972
yy Module 2: Guidelines and Functional Requirements for Electronic Records
Management Systems: http://www.ica.org/en/node/38970
yy Module 3: Guidelines and Functional Requirements for Records in Business
Systems: http://www.ica.org/en/node/38968
yy National Archives of Australia: http://www.naa.gov.au/
yy SharePoint 2010 from Microsoft:
http://sharepoint.microsoft.com/en-us/Pages/default.aspx

Permanent link to this article online:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/am/4683
Use this link to email copies of this article to colleagues, print or save copies,
or arrange for re-use licences

Other FUMSI stories and links related to this month’s Manage feature:
yy An InfoRant on the State of Information Management Today
This highly prejudiced and personal article was prompted by my need to check
my understanding or compare notes on the current state...
yy The social intranet fires-up knowledge sharing
Much has been made of the social media revolution that dominates most of
the public discourse about the Internet and the evolution of...
yy Information Architecture: Why SharePoint 2007 Needs It
SharePoint, SharePoint, SharePoint - as an information management
professional, I can’t currently move for SharePoint engagements...
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from databases, taxonomies and folksonomies to enterprise-wide content. You Manage Information.
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February’s Folio collects practical articles on widgets and
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recommendations.
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FUMSI Report: Folio on Semantic Technology &
Web 3.0 Developments

Click a title to view, print, email or save the article:

June’s Folio collects practical articles on semantic technology,
plus our editor’s commentary and additional recommendations.
In this Folio:
u
How the Semantic Web Will Change Information...
u
Enterprise Search: Rethinking it in a Web 2.0 World
u
Automatic Classification: A Panel Discussion
u
Next generation catalogues, discovery interfaces and their
role in helping meet changing user needs
u
Find and Share Information on the Internet: Part 2
u
Knowledge in the Round: Information Management in a...
FUMSI subscribers receive all Folios as part of their subscription.
Log in to access
Nonsubscribers can purchase this Folio

u

SharePoint 2010: Changing the Paradigm with a BusinessOriented Approach to Records Management
The electronic business environment today has experienced
an evolution. The concept of a record has dramatically...

u

From Sumo to Samurai: getting your taxonomies fighting fit:
Part 1
I’ve been hanging out at the FUMSI Forum recently and I
noticed an entry: ‘Top Shared and Read Articles in Manage’. It
seems James Kelway’s...

u

An InfoRant on the State of Information Management Today
This highly prejudiced and personal article was prompted by
my need to check my understanding or compare notes on
the current state of information management...

u

The Importance of Being Earnest: About Requirements and
Purpose
From time to time in the course of a project I encounter
employees who say, about a tool used for keeping track of
documentation, that ‘it is not user-friendly and does not...

u

Knowledge in the Round: Information Management
in a 3-D World
A flight engineer calculates the amount of fuel his airplane
will need to travel between Los Angeles and London. At 400
pounds per 200 miles he orders 4,000 pounds of fuel for the
2,000 mile one way trip...

Jinfo Jobs

Seeking more professionals who can Manage Information?
List your vacancy on Jinfo:
www.jinfo.com

Manage Sponsors
Current sponsors of the Manage Practice Area
http://web.fumsi.com/go/sponsor/
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Jinfo Events in the Manage practice area
The following events have been added to the
Jinfo Events database in the Manage category.
Search more events at Jinfo, and sign up to receive the
free Jinfo Update every week with the most recently
listed events. Events are also featured in the free
twice-monthly FreePint Newsletter

www.jinfo.com

Latest Events
Negotiating skills
This two-day course will introduce participants to the theory and practice of
negotiating and influencing.
Organiser: CILIP
Type: Course - non degree
Date: 6th Jul 2010
Country: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2145

Library Change Lives Conference 2010
A new event building on CILIP’s highly-successful Libraries Change Lives Award to
highlight exceptional value of libraries.
Organiser: CILIP Events
Type: Conference
Date: 6th Jul 2010
Country: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2226

San Francisco Live CCRM Seminar
LicenseLogic’s newest professional development course entitled Certified Content
Rights Manager (CCRM)
Organiser: LicenseLogic
Type: Seminar/workshop
Date: 21st Jul 2010
Country: United States
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2220

Do you know of an event, workshop or training programme for individuals who
manage information? Add a listing to the Jinfo Events database and reach our
global audience of information practitioners. Ask about partnership programmes
and upgrade options for better coverage. Visit http://www.jinfo.com for more
information.
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Index to URLs in this section
The following URLs are cited in the Manage section of this month’s FUMSI Magazine.
We collect them here for easy reference:
yy Guide: How to Implement SharePoint as an Information Management platform:
http://digbig.com/5bbwxj
yy Module 1: Overview and Statement of Principles:
http://www.ica.org/en/node/38972
yy Module 2: Guidelines and Functional Requirements for Electronic Records
Management Systems: http://www.ica.org/en/node/38970
yy Module 3: Guidelines and Functional Requirements for Records in Business
Systems: http://www.ica.org/en/node/38968
yy National Archives of Australia: http://www.naa.gov.au/
yy Rory Sutherland’s TED talk: http://digbig.com/5bbxcs
yy SharePoint 2010 from Microsoft:
http://sharepoint.microsoft.com/en-us/Pages/default.aspx

FreePint links cited in the Manage section:
yy An InfoRant on the State of Information Management Today:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/4605
yy Information Architecture: Why SharePoint 2007 Needs It:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/3730
yy Permanent link to Manage article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/am/4683
yy The social intranet fires-up knowledge sharing:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/4654
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Editor’s Introduction
This Month in Share
By Martin Belam,
Contributing Editor: Share
martin.belam@freepint.com
I find myself writing this editorial at the
beginning of the FIFA World Cup in South
Africa, in the midst of ‘the great vuvuzela’
debate. The vuvuzela is a small plastic trumpet
that makes a deafening noise, and it has
become a tradition over the last decade or
so to blow them incessantly during South
African football matches. Around the world,
there has been a fierce debate about whether
they should be banned from stadiums. On
one side there are those who argue that if you
host the tournament in Africa, then it should
sound like an authentic African tournament.
On the other, there are those that say that it
isn’t the traditional sound of global football,
you can’t hear fan songs and chants above the
din, and that it is annoying to have it droning
in the background underneath television
commentary. It strikes me as a typical example
of the way that people often react negatively
to something that changes their usual
experience, and a strong theme of ‘how you
react to change’ runs through this month’s
issue of FUMSI.

“Gone are the days when
the dusty archives of the
corporate library were the
only access to journals and
expensive databases.”

In Manage John Wise looks at an issue that
affects many of us - the software upgrade cycle.
I’m sure for a lot of people it feels as if they
have only just got used to working their office
computer, when either the operating system
or the software has to be upgraded to a new
version. John specifically looks at some of the
promised improvements with SharePoint 2010,
a product with which I’m sure many of you will
eventually have some sort of dealing.
Scott Brown in Use highlights a significant
change in the way that we now relate to our
colleagues. Gone are the days when the dusty
archives of the corporate library were the only
access to journals and expensive databases.
Now people expect to have instant desktop
access to information sources from both within
and outside a company, and many believe
themselves to be able to research their projects
perfectly adequately without a professional
on hand. It requires a change of mindset, but
Scott urges us to ‘think of your savvy users as
information colleagues’.

“It seems inevitable that our
next generation of office
tools and intranets will
increasingly have to work
for us when we are
on the move.”

In Find, Africa S. Hands looks at the
computational search engine called
Wolfram|Alpha - another massive change in
the power of what is available to access on
the web. What intrigued me in this piece was
the reaction of the mathematics education
community to the development of a webbased technology that helps students to solve
equations. Instead of treating new technology
as a means of cheating or facilitating
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Martin Belam is Information Architect for
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He is the Share practice area contributing
editor for FUMSI magazine, and blogs about
information architecture and the media at
currybet.net.

plagiarism, as other strands of academia have
done, mathematicians have embraced it as a
challenge, and set up a wiki to help explore ways
to use Wolfram|Alpha positively in an educational
setting.
One of the most profound changes in our
behaviour in Western society over the last couple
of decades has been the explosive use of the
mobile phone for business. Platforms like the
Blackberry have moved the tool way beyond a
simple voice message service. Increasingly people
use new smartphones that are very network
enabled, and have a huge range of features,
and the ability to add more via downloadable
applications. It seems inevitable that our next
generation of office tools and intranets will
increasingly have to work for us when we are on
the move.
With that in mind, in Share this month, Marcus
Austin writes about putting our office in our
pocket, looking at some of the implications for
software and service choices of having your office
data and information available to you wherever
you go. Just as what we have learned about
best practice on the intranet is often derived
from experience gained on the Internet, so
we should be looking to success stories in app
stores and on the mobile web to think about the
information services we will need to provide in
the increasingly near future.
I’d love your feedback on the article - do you
access your work data and information from your
mobile phone, or smartphone? What do you think
can be improved about the experience, and do
you worry about the security implications? As
ever you can email me at
martin.belam@freepint.com or find me on Twitter
as @currybet.

Martin Belam
Contributing Editor: Share
martin.belam@freepint.com
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Putting the office into our pockets

About the Author

By Marcus Austin

‘The mobile intranet - increased use of smartphones is
putting the office into our pockets - how does that affect
your intranet publishing systems and strategy’
Mobile phones have been able to connect to the
Internet for some ten years now. But it’s only really
with the advent of mass market smartphones, like the
iPhone, Android devices and RIM’s BlackBerry devices
that users have started to take advantage of the
mobile Internet.

Marcus is a mobile business consultant and
edits the Business Mobile
(http://www.bmob.co.uk) news and mobile
information site. He started off as a programmer
and analyst, but soon moved to Internet and
technology journalism, and has spent the last
16 years writing and helping businesses create
websites and web communities. As well as editing
magazines and websites like Internet Works,
Business 2.0, Growing Business, and Startups.
co.uk, Marcus also created the Guardian’s mobile
strategy and launched the m.guardian.co.uk
mobile website.

“...now that consumers are
used to downloading data
on their mobiles they’re
asking to do the same thing
with their business data and
applications.”

The main benefactors of this mass market adoption of the mobile Internet are
consumer applications, consumer websites and, to an extent, business email. However
now that consumers are used to downloading data on their mobiles they’re asking to
do the same thing with their business data and applications.

“...there’s not just one
solution and which you
choose depends on how
secure you want the solution
to be, and how much you
are going to tailor the site
for each different type of
mobile device.”

Unfortunately, there’s not just one solution to the problem, there are tens to choose
from and which you choose depends on how secure you want the solution to be, and
how much you are going to tailor the site for each different type of mobile device.

For many businesses opening up their networks to mobile users creates a double
headache as they not only need to open up their network to the outside world, but
also have all the problems that dealing with access from mobile devices entails.

Before we get into any solutions let’s take a step back and quickly look at the main
problems associated with delivering data to mobile. The first problem is detecting the
type of device that’s accessing your site. Unlike the web where there are possibly 5-10
main web browsers that you need to be aware of, with mobile there are effectively
thousands of different browsers, and each one will handle your mobile pages in
a different way. And because of all the different operator variants and country
differences there’s no guarantee that, for example, a RIM BlackBerry Pearl on Vodafone
in the UK will display a page in the same way as a RIM BlackBerry Pearl on Verizon in
the US. There’s also no guarantee that the two Pearls will show a page in the same way
within the same organisation.
The next problem is screen size. There are no standard definitions for what a
smartphone looks like; the screen size can vary from 2.3” (screen sizes are measured
diagonally) to 3.5” and over. Additionally the screen resolution can vary, so a low-end
2.3” screen may be capable of resolutions of 120x160 pixels while a high-end device
may have a resolution of 240x320 pixels.
Lastly there’s the connection speed, which can be anything from a 3G connection
of several Mbps down to a GSM connection of 9.6Kbps a second - that’s slower than
a modem from the very early ‘90s. In addition those download speeds can alter
depending on where you are, and how may other users are using the same mobile
base-station.
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“So any ideas you have
that you’re going to send
large files over to your users’
smartphones should be
instantly forgotten.”

So any ideas you have that you’re going to send large files over to your users’
smartphones should be instantly forgotten. Large files maybe acceptable to download
when your users are in towns and cities, but when they move away from urban centres
the phone will default back from 3G or Edge to the lowest GSM speeds, where a 1Mb
file will take more than 17 minutes to download, and will probably not download at
all. Many phones are designed to drop a connection when the download speeds are
reduced.

“If you want people to
read and edit files then
something like Google apps
is going to be your
best solution.”

File sizes also bring us to the subject of file types. If you’re going to share files with
mobile users then you need to make sure that the file types are readable on a mobile
device. Flash is not supported on iPhones and many smartphones only have the facility
to view files. If you want people to read and edit files then something like Google apps
is going to be your best solution. The files are readable and editable within the web
app so you can send a much wider range of file types and Google handles all the file
sharing, security, and the version control for you.

FUMSI Magazine | July 2010 | Issue 31

Google Apps is one of the best ways to test the water if you want to just share data
with smartphone users. Because it’s a web app, it’s available to everyone, so you don’t
have to spend anything on developing a particular application for a device.
“...there’s now a very quick
solution for creating a
mobile website that’s secure
and offers all of the benefits
of SharePoint, and that’s
to upgrade to
SharePoint 2010.”

If the data you want to share with your mobile users is on SharePoint then there’s
now a very quick solution for creating a mobile website that’s secure and offers all of
the benefits of SharePoint, and that’s to upgrade to SharePoint 2010. If you’re using
SharePoint 2007 to publish content to your site you will need to jump through various
different hoops and download and use multiple add-ons to get a mobile version of
your data. However if you upgrade to SharePoint 2010 you get mobile almost out of
the box.

“The latest version of
SharePoint will allow you
to publish your content
as normal, but there
are additional features
within the package that
automatically recognise
mobile browsers.”

The latest version of SharePoint will allow you to publish your content as normal, but
there are additional features within the package that automatically recognise mobile
browsers. It only has a cut-down list of browsers, but it will work for most major
handsets iPhone/Windows Mobile/RIM, and creates mobile-friendly versions of your
SharePoint site. One of the problems with using a cut-down list of browsers is that
there’s a chance SharePoint will not recognise a newer phone, and will automatically
default the site to a version designed for the lowest specification handset. This is
guaranteed to annoy some mobile users but, luckily, Microsoft has thought of this, and
SharePoint 2010 allows the user to add more functionality to the webpage if they think
their phone can cope. It will also degrade the sites’ capabilities gracefully if the phone
can’t handle a more media-heavy version of your site.

“SharePoint 2010 also
allows you to use SMS to
notify mobile users about
changes in time
sensitive content...”

Additionally, as well as the content, the SharePoint 2010 mobile view allows users to
contribute to discussions, view and edit lists, and get access to document libraries
and wiki pages. SharePoint 2010 also allows you to use SMS to notify mobile users
about changes in time sensitive content, such as changes of an important document,
or changes of schedule on the calendar. You’ll need to have an account with an SMS
provider to make this work.

“By using Citrix Receiver you
can mobilise an application
or a desktop and allow
users to access those virtual
applications and desktops
from their mobile devices.”

If you want to share an application with your mobile users then things start to get a
little more complicated. For instance if you have a must-have ERP application, or a
proprietary database application, then you’ll need to look at a system that will take
your application and mobilise it. You could do this in-house, which means you need
to format the application for any of the major browsers and handle the security and
problems with variable bandwidth speeds, or you can use an off-the-shelf solution like
Citrix Receiver.
By using Citrix Receiver you can mobilise an application or a desktop and allow users
to access those virtual applications and desktops from their mobile devices. Users can
view, review, edit, and interact with their applications, documents, and data just like
they would if they were at their workstations.
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Further reading
For more information on how to use SharePoint 2010 the following from
Microsoft’s technet blog gives you an idea of how to get started. And this
helpful blog article has information about SharePoint Workspace 2010 Mobile.
To read more about Citrix receiver go to http://digbig.com/5bbxda.
For advice and tips on developing mobile sites see developer community mobiForge:
http://mobiforge.com/

Permanent link to this article online:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/as/4684
Use this link to email copies of this article to colleagues, print or save copies,
or arrange for re-use licences

Other FUMSI stories and links related to this month’s Share feature:
yy The Lean Intranet: from Intranet Zero to Intranet 2.0 and beyond
There is an elephant in the intranet living room. In all that has been written
about intranets, very few commentators ever mention the fact...
yy Intranet 2.0: Ten Not-So-Easy Steps
Thousands of corporate intranets are seldom-used, impossibly complex beasts.
In contrast, next-generation intranets are simple, social platforms that...
yy Web 2.0 + Intranet: Connected Users
This article is based on a joint presentation made at Online 2007 by Helen Day,
Executive Director, Intranet Benchmarking Forum (IBF) and Mark Morrell, BT
intranet manager.
yy Holiday Express: Taking the Mobile Web on Holiday
Holiday travelling is stressful enough with the shopping, visiting relatives and
finding someone to water your plants while you’re away. The added hassle of
juggling travel plans, itineraries and traffic maps can be downright traumatic.
yy Knowledge for Survival
Rezal Karim is a 22-year-old student living in Faridpur, Bangladesh. In this most
vulnerable area, floods are becoming more common place and precious land
where people live and earn a living is washed away. The struggle to escape
from poverty has never been harder.
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Share Update

www.fumsi.com/share/

Share Information

You make information relevant to different audiences, on the web, in print and in training.
You publish information in useful formats. You Share Information.

Most Often Shared Articles

Recent Reports on Share

The following Share Articles were most often emailed,
printed or saved in the past month:
u

The social intranet fires-up knowledge sharing

u

Data Visualisation: Tools and Examples

u

Writing for the public domain

u

Presentation Tools: Beyond Powerpoint

u

Intranet 2.0: Ten Not-So-Easy Steps

u

How To Network and LIKE It: A 10 Point Plan

Click a title to view report details:
u

FUMSI Report: Folio on Networking
Information Security is a FUMSI Folio, collecting FUMSI
articles on a specific topic....

u

FUMSI Report: Folio on Information Security
Information Security is a FUMSI Folio, collecting FUMSI
articles on a specific topic....

View all reports on Share

Free use of FUMSI articles are supported by our sponsors.
Learn more about sponsors

FUMSI Report: Folio on Networking

Recent Articles on Share

March’s Folio collects practical articles on networking, plus our
editor’s commentary and additional recommendations.

u

Putting the office into our pockets
Mobile phones have been able to connect to the Internet for
some ten years now. But it’s only really with the advent...

u

The social intranet fires-up knowledge sharing
Much has been made of the social media revolution that
dominates most of the public discourse about the Internet
and the evolution of the...

u

Writing for the public domain
One of the most important statutory duties of public bodies
is to inform the public of the services they offer...

u

Mastering 140 Characters: Engaging Customers on Twitter
Over the last year, Twitter has seen phenomenal growth, not
just amongst individual users, but amongst corporations and
businesses anxious to be seen taking part in the next big
thing...

u

Presentation Tools: Beyond Powerpoint
Often at work we research and produce data that will
eventually assist someone, somewhere, making a
presentation - and chances are they will use...

u

How To Network and LIKE It: A 10 Point Plan
These are interesting times for information professionals and not just in the proverbial sense. There’s such a lot...

Click a title to view, print, email or save the article:

In this Folio:
u
Networking: Overcoming Your Hesitation
u
How To Network and LIKE It: A 10 Point Plan
u
Conference Information: Managing Before, During and After
u
Survival Guide: Online Social Networking
u
Say hello to Google Wave
FUMSI subscribers receive all Folios as part of their subscription.
Log in to access
Nonsubscribers can purchase this Folio

Jinfo Jobs

Seeking more professionals who can Share Information?
List your vacancy on Jinfo:
www.jinfo.com

Share Sponsors

Browse and search the articles database for more Share articles

Current sponsors of the Share Practice Area
http://web.fumsi.com/go/sponsor/
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Jinfo Events in the Share practice area
The following events have been added to the
Jinfo Events database in the Share category.
Search more events at Jinfo, and sign up to receive the
free Jinfo Update every week with the most recently
listed events. Events are also featured in the free
twice-monthly FreePint Newsletter

www.jinfo.com

Latest Events
AHIS Conference
AHIS - Animal Health Information Specialists (UK & Ireland) Conference
Organiser: Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons
Type: Conference
Date: 22nd Jul 2010
Country: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2225

CILIP annual elections 2010
For CILIP members to elect councillors and vice president.
Organiser: CILIP
Type: Other
Start: 2nd Sep 2010
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2228

Online Information 2010
Online Information 2010: The leading UK event covering the full spectrum of online
content and information management solutions.
Organiser: Incisive Media
Type: Exhibition
Date: 30th Nov 2010
Country: United Kingdom
Link to Jinfo events listing: http://www.jinfo.com/go/e2227

Do you know of an event, workshop or training programme for individuals who
share information? Add a listing to the Jinfo Events database and reach our
global audience of information practitioners. Ask about partnership programmes
and upgrade options for better coverage. Visit http://www.jinfo.com for more
information.
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Related Resources

Index to URLs in this section
The following URLs are cited in the Share section of this month’s FUMSI Magazine.
We collect them here for easy reference:
yy Citrix Receivers: http://digbig.com/5bbxda
yy Microsoft’s technet blog: http://digbig.com/5bbxcx
yy mobiForge: http://mobiforge.com/
yy Mobility in Office 2010: http://digbig.com/5bbxcy

FreePint links cited in the Share section:
yy Holiday Express: Taking the Mobile Web on Holiday:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/2526
yy Intranet 2.0: Ten Not-So-Easy Steps:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/3091
yy Knowledge for Survival: http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/3731
yy Permanent link to Share article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/as/4684
yy The Lean Intranet: from Intranet Zero to Intranet 2.0 and beyond:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/3618
yy Web 2.0 + Intranet: Connected Users:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/2712
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Elsewhere in FreePint
The FreePint Bar is where we publish information
about the latest content from across the FreePint
Family of resources.

www.freepint.com

Subscribe to the free twice-monthly FreePint
Newsletter for regular inbox updates.

The FreePint Bar is sponsored by:

yy [FUMSI] Latest popular articles
The following are the most popular FUMSI articles over the last 30 days...
yy [RS] Resource of the Week: The Nation’s Largest Libraries:
A Listing By Volumes Held
The American Library Association (ALA) has just placed online an updated fact
sheet listing the the 100 largest libraries in the U.S. by volumes held.
The list includes academic and public libraries as well as the Library of
Congress. Data sources are provided as well as definitions of “volume.” One
definition for academic libraries and the other for public libraries. ...
yy [VIP] Latest popular LiveWire posts
There’s a lot of valuable comment at the VIP LiveWire. The following are the
most popular posts from our contributing editors over the last 30 days...
yy [FreePint] Coverage of Copyright Report
Check out this interesting blog item featuring the results of the FreePint
Report: Copyright Policies and Practices. Posted by the 1709 Blog: In 1709
the Statute of Anne created the first purpose-built copyright law. This blog,
founded just 300 short and unextended years later, is dedicated to all things
copyright, warts and all.
yy [FreePint] Reports from SLA and Research Results
Six months into 2010, the information industry seems to be stabilising. The
just-published FreePint Research Report: Buying Patterns indicates that
budgets are more likely to be stable than they were 10 months ago, when we
published the VIP Report: Economic Impact Research. In the earlier report, 57
percent of respondents reported declining budgets and 27 percent reported
no change; in the current project, only 43 percent reported declines and 36
percent reported no change.
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www.vivaVIP.com

Featured in last month’s issue of VIP (78):
In Scope: Surveying the Industry Landscape
•

The biggest change in the Internet in 40 years; ‘Mobilise’ your info
service; Europe’s digital champion speaks out; Business and social
networking - honeymoon over?

Insider: From elsewhere in FreePint
•

The Internet’s poor cousin, the corporate intranet, has come of age
because of the rise in the use of social media. With the introduction
of Intranet 2.0 tools such as blogs, wikis, discussion forums etc,
the humble intranet has become a powerful tool for employee
collaboration and knowledge management.

Tap the Wire – Industry News
•

TV company BSkyB takes on credit reporting; LexisNexis host
Communities, a social media site for legal professionals; Cloud
computing becoming a serious consideration for enterprises;
NLA takes its licence issue to the High Court; Implementing the
European Commission’s new Digital Agenda for Europe.

Tap the Wire – Product News
•

Thomson Reuters launches Reuters Insider video on demand
platform; Bloomberg to launch its own rating service; Twitter
partners with advertisers; LexisNexis and Qumas join products
to bring regulation and business intelligence with compliance;
Datamonitor buys Pack-Track to boost packaging research business;
Springer goes from strength to strength; Geolocation data via the
smartphone; The future of e-readers.

Focus On
•

Diane Raper reviews LexisLibrary and Westlaw UK and Perrin
Kerravala reviews Debtwire.

VIP Horizon
•

Executive-level notes on the information industry, to share with
other decision-makers and staff.

If you are not yet a subscriber, you can purchase the single issue
at http://web.freepint.com/go/shop/magazine/1263
or start your subscription at
http://web.vivavip.com/go/shop/subscribe/
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Get the latest headlines from our editors every week along with
headlines from industry press releases. The VIP Wires Weekly is a free
HTML newsletter. Subscribe today
Recent posts
Why pay to get someone in?

Tim Buckley Owen
4/Jul/10
Free versus fee is a debate that has been going on for years now. But harvesting free information requires
do-it-yourself skills of no mean order. ...

Plunkett Research adds industry videos

Penny Crossland
4/Jul/10
Plunkett Research, a Houston-based print and online publisher, probably best known for its industry
almanacs, has embraced the marketing potential of social networking tools for a while...

EIU Global Forecasting Service Mini Review

Penny Crossland
1/Jul/10
Many information professionals looking for economic forecasts that go beyond those published by official
bodies such as the OECD, the IMF and the World Bank go to EIU publications for help. The Economist
Intelligence Unit has always been known for its willingness to stick its head out and provide forecasts over
a five-year period covering the global economy...

Greek Company Data sources

Nancy Davis Kho
29/Jun/10
Given the dire state of the Greek economy, we at VIP anticipate that accurate information on Greek
company financials will be in great demand for weeks, months, and years to come. Apropos of that, we’d
like to feature a comparative review of Greek financial databases in an upcoming issue of the magazine,
hopefully in the near term.

The VIP LiveWire is free thanks to our sponsors:
Company Watch
H-Score: Hindsight in Advance
Company Watch’s H-Score tracks the financial health of any company, helping to
ensure you can trade with confidence.
Powerful interactive functionality enabling:





Financial modeling for “what-if?” experiments
Stress testing
Evaluating management accounts
Forecasts

Use the search engine to identify targets, establish benchmarks or make industry
comparisons. Our portfolio management system allows you to create an alert process,
tailored to your own precise requirements.
Find out more »
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Off the Shelf: Great Collections in ResourceShelf
Every week, the editors of ResourceShelf explore a
Resource of the Week. Get them for free every week via
email by subscribing to the ResourceShelf Newsletter.

www.resourceshelf.com

Become a fan of ResourceShelf on Facebook,
or follow ResourceShelf on Twitter.

Recently Published:
Resource of the Week: The Nation’s Largest Libraries: A Listing By
Volumes Held
By Gary Price, Founding and Senior Editor
The American Library Association (ALA) has just placed online
an updated fact sheet listing the the 100 largest libraries in the U.S. by volumes held.
The list includes academic and public libraries as well as the Library of Congress. Data
sources are provided as well as definitions of “volume.” One definition for academic
libraries and the other for public libraries.
Here are the Top Five:
1. The Library of Congress
32,818,014 Volumes Held
2. Harvard University
16,250,117 Volumes Held
3. Boston Public Library
16,141,095 Volumes Held
4. Yale University Library
12,519,514 Volumes Held
5. University of Illinois – Urbana-Champaign
11,686,060 Volumes Held
Access the Complete List.
Access Other ALA Library Fact Sheets, including:
 ALA Library Fact Sheet 1 – Number of Libraries in the United States
 ALA Library Fact Sheet 4 – Library Operating Expenditures: A Selected Annotated
Bibliography
 ALA Library Fact Sheet 9 – Library Products, Services and Consultants
 ALA Library Fact Sheet 15 – Weeding Library Collections: A Selected Annotated
Bibliography for Library Collection Evaluation
 ALA Library Fact Sheet 24 – Library Fund Raising: A Selected Annotated
Bibliography
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On the Ticker: Best of DocuTicker
DocuTicker publishes citations of full-text, free reports
available on the web. Visit daily for new postings, or
subscribe to the weekly DocuTicker Newsletter.

www.docuticker.com

Become a fan of DocuTicker on Facebook,
or follow DocuTicker on Twitter.

DocuTip Report - Pharmaceuticals
The pharmaceutical industry is at once one of the most profitable and one of the most
controversial in the world. Since its activities are so entwined with issues of human
health, and basic assumptions as to how to preserve or restore it, this is not surprising.
This article is chiefly concerned with information sources on the economic position
and research work of pharmaceutical companies. But since both health scares and
alleged wonder cures are a regular feature in the news, it should at least be noted that
trying to determine reliable information sources is particularly fraught in this field
because of the vested interests and high emotions involved.
A useful global picture is given by this report from Lombard Street Research. One
of the key issues highlighted is the number of expiring patents for well-known (and
highly profitable) drugs - a schedule of some of the main ones due to run out by 2012
is given on page 6. Also looking to the future, a series of reports from Price Waterhouse
Coopers under the banner ‘Pharma 2020’ is freely summarised. The full reports are
obtainable in exchange for (free) registration.
An impressive source on clinical trials throughout the world is the International
Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations (IFPMA). Its portal
provides immediate suggestions for refinements to a search as you go along, e.g a
search for AIDS at once breaks down into trials for Antibodies, Antigens, Long-Term
Survivors, etc. Befitting its international scope, alternative search terms are offered in a
range of languages.
Furthermore, this site is a valuable resource for other major aspects of the
pharmaceutical field, with categories of Ethical Promotion; Pandemic Influenza;
Developing World; Counterfeit Medicines; Genetic Resources; and Biologicals
& Vaccines. There are also directories of the Member Associations and Member
Companies.
Pharmaceutical Technology, Biotechnology Industry Organisation and
European Pharmaceutical Review are additional sources to help one keep up to
date on Research and Development (R & D), although only the last-named appears to
offer RSS and Twitter feeds. R & D is a long-term aspect of pharmaceuticals’ activity,
but there is a steady stream of news as studies take place, deals are struck and figures
released. In addition to the sources noted, Bionity is also valuable. Its distinctive
tabbed searching facility means that stories related to such headings as Research,
Finances, Market, etc can be quickly displayed, though keyword and Advanced
Searching are of course also available. (The archive under the latter heading purports
to go back to January 1995.)
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The American pharmaceutical industry is amongst the world’s largest. As such, the
March 2010 Industry Overview provided by the US Government’s Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) is a handy, and topical, introduction to the subject. Although the report
does not make as much use of links as would be desirable, there is a concise list of
some useful ones under Industry Resources.
Incidentally, the IRS provides a number of such overviews; relevant here is that on
Biotechnology, which to an increasing degree is an industry sharing common ground
with the pharmaceutical.
Also very significant, Europe’s pharmaceutical industry is in part served in information
terms by the Public Health area of the European Commission’s website. As well as
news, an especially valuable part of this is found under Reference Documents,
notably Eudralex, the legislation covering human and animal medicines in the EU, and
the Community Register of the same, which can be searched by brand name or active
ingredient.
A specifically European directory of Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical firms is
provided by Ezilon.
The world’s emerging markets are also areas where disease is rife. Pharmaceutical
companies therefore see them as an important area to expand into, as summarised
in this 2009 conference presentation ‘Fulfil growth potential of Emerging Markets’
by Abbas Hussain of GlaxoSmithKline. Despite the obvious slant towards his own
company, there is much here that is generally applicable and easy to assimilate.
A more detailed review of the same subject, ‘Assessment of the Opportunities
for Pharmaceutical Manufacturers in Emerging Markets’, comes from one of the
professional associations in the field, the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy.
But the costs of drugs and medicines in developing countries are still such that there is
a tension between the needs of their populations and the interests of the established
pharmaceutical firms. Thus another feature of the current period is the growth of
indigenous pharmaceutical companies, as shown for example by Deutsche Bank’s
research on the Indian industry, and this summary of China’s from Bioportfolio.
Piribo specialises in research on the BioPharma industry worldwide. Although its full
reports are expensive, useful snapshots can be gleaned for free amongst its
Top 50 Pharma category, with summaries and contents listings for reports. (NB The
summaries subtitled ‘Pipelines, Products, Performance, Potential’ are the most detailed;
those from PharmaVitae and IMS are too brief to be of much use).
As in other industries, mergers and takeovers are a fact of life for pharmaceuticals. This
June 2008 factsheet, from the Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (RPSGB),
is a summary of such activity between 1958 and 2008. Since the RPSGB is obviously
monitoring these events, the main site would be worth bookmarking as a source for
those yet to come, a likely side-effect of the remedies being applied to the present
global economic sickness.
Adrian Janes
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Related Posts from DocuTicker
yy Fact Sheet — DARPA and Accelerating Critical Therapeutics
DARPA has a long-standing research program to protect warfighters from
infectious diseases encountered during deployments. Current research
activities include development of new, rapid mechanisms to discover, test and
manufacture large quantities of critical therapeutics.
yy Report Released on Pharmaceutical Mail-back Pilot Program Funded by EPA:
Agency provided $150,000 grant to University of Maine’s Center on Aging to
undertake study
Through a grant awarded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
the University of Maine’s Center on Aging has completed the first statewide
mail-back pilot program for managing pharmaceutical waste from consumers.
yy Gray Markets and Multinational Transfer Pricing
Gray market goods are brand-name products that are initially sold into a
designated market but then resold through unofficial channels into a different
market. Gray markets can arise when transaction and search costs are low
enough to allow products to “leak” from one market segment back into
another.
yy European Pharmaceutical Price Regulation, Firm Profitability, and R&D
Spending
“EU countries closely regulate pharmaceutical prices whereas the U.S. does not.
This paper shows how price constraints affect the profitability, stock returns,
and R&D spending of EU and U.S. firms. Compared to EU firms, U.S. firms are
more profitable, earn higher stock returns, and spend more on research and
development (R&D).
yy Federal Court Grants Public Access to Evidence that Drug Company
‘Ghostwrote’ Medical Articles About Deadly Hormone Thearpy Drug
A federal judge in Arkansas granted public access today to evidence that
Wyeth Pharmaceuticals “ghostwrote” medical articles regarding its hormone
therapy drug Prempro, which a national study has shown increase a woman’s
risk of stroke, heart attack, blood clots, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.
yy Industrial Biotechnology: Development and Adoption by the U.S. Chemical
and Biofuel Industries
From pharmaceuticals to plastics, from ethanol to biodiesel, the U.S. chemical
and biofuel industries are expanding their use of industrial biotechnology,
reports the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) in its report Industrial
Biotechnology: Development and Adoption by the U.S. Chemical and Biofuel
Industries.
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URL index for issue
The following URLs are cited in this month’s FUMSI Magazine.
We collect them here for easy reference:
yy Businesslink mobile technology guide: http://digbig.com/5bbxdc
yy Citrix Receivers: http://digbig.com/5bbxda
yy Google Goggles: http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles/#text
yy Guide: How to Implement SharePoint as an Information Management platform:
http://digbig.com/5bbwxj
yy Handheld Librarian Conference: http://www.handheldlibrarian.org/program
yy Instapaper: http://www.instapaper.com/
yy Instapaper iPhone app: http://www.instapaper.com/iphone
yy J.J. Keller whitepaper: http://www.jjkeller.com/infopros
yy Microsoft’s technet blog: http://digbig.com/5bbxcx
yy mobiForge: http://mobiforge.com/
yy Mobility in Office 2010: http://digbig.com/5bbxcy
yy Module 1: Overview and Statement of Principles:
http://www.ica.org/en/node/38972
yy Module 2: Guidelines and Functional Requirements for Electronic Records
Management Systems: http://www.ica.org/en/node/38970
yy Module 3: Guidelines and Functional Requirements for Records in Business
Systems: http://www.ica.org/en/node/38968
yy National Archives of Australia: http://www.naa.gov.au/
yy Rory Sutherland’s TED talk: http://digbig.com/5bbxcs
yy SharePoint 2010 from Microsoft: http://digbig.com/5bbxdd

FreePint links cited in this issue:
yy An InfoRant on the State of Information Management Today:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/4605
yy Copyright and content: sharing in a digital age:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/3932
yy DIY detection: softly softly catchee monkee (Part 1):
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/4156
yy DIY detection: softly softly catchee monkee (Part 2):
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/4157
yy DocuTicker: http://www.docuticker.com/
yy Engineering Results: Some Alternative Search Engines:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/3616
yy Finding Videos, Audio and Images on the Web: Search Tools:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/3873
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yy Free data: turning it into something worth paying for:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/use/3378
yy FreePint Newsletter: http://www.freepint.com/subs/
yy FreePint: http://www.freepint.com/
yy FUMSI article database: http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/
yy FUMSI Find: http://www.fumsi.com/find/
yy FUMSI Folio on Workflow Integration:
http://web.freepint.com/go/shop/report/1656
yy Going mobile at SLA2010: http://www.vivavip.com/go/e29382
yy Holiday Express: Taking the Mobile Web on Holiday:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/2526
yy Information Architecture: Why SharePoint 2007 Needs It:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/3730
yy Information services add value: measuring and proving it:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/use/3874
yy Intranet 2.0: Ten Not-So-Easy Steps:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/3091
yy Jinfo: http://www.jinfo.com/
yy Knowledge for Survival: http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/3731
yy Leveraging and repurposing RSS:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/4437
yy Life Beyond Google: Some of the Best of the Rest:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/2742
yy Permanent link to Find article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/af/4681
yy Permanent link to Use article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/au/4652
yy Permanent link to Manage article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/am/4683
yy Permanent link to Share article online: http://web.fumsi.com/go/as/4684
yy Presentation tools: beyond powerpoint:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/4529
yy ResourceShelf: http://www.resourceshelf.com/
yy The Lean Intranet: from Intranet Zero to Intranet 2.0 and beyond:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/manage/3618
yy The social intranet fires-up knowledge sharing:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/4654
yy Trends for 2010: information sharing:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/4395
yy Using information to drive business processes:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/use/4201
yy VIP: http://www.vivavip.com/
yy Web 2.0 + Intranet: Connected Users:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/share/2712
yy Yahoo pipes: relevant information on tap:
http://web.fumsi.com/go/article/find/4342
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The FreePint Family
Sites, resources and community to support business
information professionals worldwide. The free
twice-monthly FreePint Newsletter keeps you
informed about everything relating to the
FreePint Family.
http://www.freepint.com/
VIP publishes in-depth unbiased product reviews
on premium products, plus analysis of what’s
happening in the information industry, to support
senior information professionals. Increase the value
of even the tightest budget with VIP resources
and guidance.
http://www.vivaVIP.com/

Practical articles, reports and resources to help
everyone in your organisation Find, Use, Manage
and Share Information at work.
http://www.fumsi.com/

Jinfo offers searchable databases of current
information-related vacancies and upcoming
events - conferences, workshops, webinars, etc.
Free to search; cost-effective to advertise
vacancies and events.
http://www.jinfo.com/

Our editors help you find high quality, free PDF
reports on the web, published by government
agencies, universities, think tanks and other
public interest groups.
http://www.docuticker.com/

For high quality free web-based resources to help
you find information, turn to the editorial team at
ResourceShelf. Updated daily - it’s free!
http://www.resourceshelf.com/

Free Pint Limited is registered in England and Wales.
Registered Office: Delaport Coach House, Lamer Lane, Wheathampstead, Herts, AL4 8RQ Registered Number: 3754481

